SANDING RULES
The intention of all E.P.A. and marina yard rules in regard to sanding is to guarantee that no dust or
paint chips get onto the ground anywhere at anytime!
All sanding on exterior surfaces of your boat must be done using a vacuum sanding system.
Absolutely no wet sanding and no dry sanding by hand is allowed in the boatyard. No exceptions.
The marina rents vacuum sanding systems for daily use, otherwise you may use your own—but
it must be up to E.P.A. standards:
All vacuum sanders must be at least 5HP and 12-gallon capacity with a yard-approved bag and filter.
It is imperative that a member of the marina staff inspects your system before use in this yard. Since
all vacuum bags are not created equal, we must inspect the interior of your vacuum sander to make
sure the vacuum bag is capable of processing fine dust particles. This pertains to the filter as well.
If the sanding process is not 99% dust free, you must hang plastic to enclose your working area and
contain your debris. Then, if excess debris is accumulating on your tarp, you must clean it up
periodically during the day to prevent it from being tracked from the tarp onto the ground around your
boat. Also, debris is subject to dispersal by wind and rain. Please guard against that possibility.
All debris (paint dust and paint chips) must be removed from the tarp under your boat every day
before you depart the boatyard. If this is not done, you run the risk of having yard personnel clean up
your area for a fee of $75/hour.
When cleaning up your area, please put all debris into plastic bags or other closed containers prior to
disposal in the garbage cans. Whenever possible, please use your vacuum sander to remove debris
from the tarp. Remaining residue can be removed by sweeping.
Never change vacuum sanding bags in the yard! The marina staff will change marina-owned
machines after they have been returned to the office, whereas customer-owned machines must be
changed off the premises. No debris-ridden bags from customer-owned machines can be disposed of
in the boatyard.

VACUUM SANDER RENTAL
$32 for 4 hours
$42 for 8 hours
5” and 6” sanders available
(5” sanders are for light sanding only)
5” discs/8-hole
40-Grit $1.75
60-Grit $1.25
80-Grit $1.25
120-Grit $1.25

6” discs/6-hole
40-Grit $1.95
60-Grit $1.95
80-Grit $1.95
120-Grit $1.95

Note: Vacuum sanders rented from the marina should never be left under your boat unattended.
For security reasons, please keep your sander with you at all times, taking it home in your vehicle
over night if it is being used for more than one day.

